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117-118 18 

-RN STERS-AT-A S AND REGULATING CHIEF 
WREN WEAR OF B CH/CATEGORY B GES ON HEAvY 
WOOL JERSEYS (U) [NjSTEl1j80(DGST(N)83A)] 

117/80. 

] . Approval has been given for RN Masters-at-Arms to wear their anodized metal 
branch badges (Vocab 35172) on a white leather wrist strap (Vocab 35934) above the 
right cuff of the heavy wool jersey, instead of attaching the badge direct to the sleeve. 

2. Gratuitous issue of 1 No strap wrist leather white is authorized to serving 
Masters-at-Arms, if not already issued for wear with tropical uniform, and to ratings 
advanced to Masters-at-Arms in future. 

3. Demands on PSTO(N) Devonport should be raised as necessary, quoting this 
DCI as authority. 

4. Similar arrangements apply to Regulating Chief Wrens and details were given in 
DCI RN 69/80. 

5. BR 81 (RN and RM Uniform Regulations) and BR 96 (Stores Accounting and 
Storekeeping Manual) will be amended. 
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